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Abstract 

We have investigated degradation of metamorphic In0.53G%.47As Esaki tunriel diodes. The degradation 
diie to electrode diffusion and impurity interdiffusion is more prominent than that of lattice-matched 
Im.53Gao,47As Esaki kmd diodes. 

I. Introduction 

Metamorphic InGaAs devices with high inaim con- 
tents grown on GaAs siibstrates have received conyid- 
erable attention hecaiJse of their perform.mce and cost 
advantage. In spite of rather high-density crystalline 
defects, metamorphic high electron mobility transistors 
(MIEMTs) have been developed[l] and the performance 
comp,?rable to lattice matched HEMTs grown on InP sub- 
strates has heen realidl2j. Another important advan- 
tagc is that the metamorphic devicas can be realized with 
almost any indiilm content, which is considered as A new 
(Ievice p"neter in the device daign[3]. The Indium con- 
tent and ternperatire dependence of electron tramport, 
saturation velocity mrl mobility, in the MHEMTs were 
elucidatd[4-6]. In addition, metamorphic heterojiinc- 
tion bipolar tramistors (MHRTs) are &o being devel- 
oped[7]. However, device degradation under operation is 
widely obserwd in bipolar devices, siich RS bipolar transis- 
tom, Esaki tunnel diodes, light emitting diodes, and Inser 
diodes. Therefore, the problem of the reliability should be 
serious in the case c i f  bipola devices wing metamorphic 
mnterds with the crystalline defects. In the present work, 
in order to study degradation of the metamorphic ma te  
rials, we have fabricated and investigated metamorphic 
In(1.53GB0.47Att EsHki tunnel diodes on GaAs substrates. 
As ;I resrllt, we have formcl faster rlegradation of the &odes 
than that of latticc+m;Ltched T%,63G%.47A~ Es&i trmmel 
diodey on Id' substrates, which iti c a ~ d  by electrode 
Mirsion and impurity interdiffiision. 

U. Device Fabrication 

The metamorphic J.nGaAs Esaki tunnel diodes (MTDs) 
were obtained by muleciilar beam epitaxy growth on 
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semi-insulating (OC1)GaAs substrates. On the graded 
InAlAx biiffer layers to relax the lattice mismatch be- 
twtwn GaAs and InGds,  L tunnel jiinc:tion comisting 
of 300 nm Si-dopd ii+-InGaAs with carrier density of 
n = 1 x loi9 C ~ I F ~  and 50 nm Gdoped p+-InGaAs with 
p = 4 x 1019 were grown. The lattice matched In- 
G& Esaki tunneI diodes (LMTDs) on semi-insulating 
(001)InP siibtratw with the same tiinnel junction were 
dso obtaind. The Indium Eontents of the TnGaAs were 
confirmed by (004) and (115) X-ray diffraction measur+ 
ments. By rising plain-view transmission electron nu- 
cruwope "wrements ,  the threading dislocation den- 
sity in the active layer of the MTDs is evduatd to be 
N 5 x lo7 cm-2, which is larger than that of the LMTDs 
by three orders or magnitude. Ti/Au or W/Ti/Pt/Au 
non-.doy Ohmic eltxtrodw were made on the p'-lrsyer 
and the n+-layer. Both the MTDs and the LMTDs show 
the peak airrent of - 8 kA/cm2 and the valley current of - 1 kA/cm at room teniperrature. 2 

III. Degradation due to electrode diffusion 

For the TDs with the Ti/Au electrodes, the degrda- 
tion due to the electrode diffusion was obnervcd. Using 
the TDs with the area of 2.7 x cm', const,mt-current 
strem tests have been carrial out in the forward direction. 
Figure 1 shows the pi!ak and the valley current as a func- 
tion of time, fp( t )  and Iv ( t ) ,  umder a constant current 
stress Istr = 20 kA/cm2 at the ambient temperature Ta 
of 200 "C. The increase in 1, and I, is observed. The 
lifetime tlifer defined by I,(tlja) = 21v(0), of the MTDs 
Lr shorter than that of the LMTDs by an order of magi -  
tride. From the ana1ysi.j of the degraded TDs, we found 
the p-electrode metal penetration into the time1 jixnc- 
tion. bIvIormwr, we confirmed that i$ife was proportional 
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to the sqiiare of the p+-layer thickness. Therefure, we con- 
cluded that the degradation W M  dominated by the Ti/Ao 
p-electrode diffilsion into the pf-layer. 

Figure 2 shows T, dependence of t l i f ,  with the results of 
the simple therms1 annealing test (k = 0 kA/m2) .  We 
found that the electrode &€usion in the MTDs is qiiiv- 
dent to that in the LMTDs in the case of the simple 
thermal annealing. On the other hand, the stress cnir- 
rent enhances the electrude diffusion in the MTDs more 
severely than that in the LMTDs. A possiblc reason fur 
the faster electrode diffiuiun in the MTDx is higher de- 
vice temperature due to higher thermal resistance Rtlr of 
the MTDs. In order to estimate the device temperature, 
by employing the conventional transient thermal response 
rnethod[S], Rth and iB ambient temperature dependence 
were meailred. using the measiirod valire of &h, the de- 
vice jiinction temperature ? can be estimated. Figlire 3 
shows Zj dependence of tlife. The electrode diffiision in the 
MTDs is faster than that in the LMTDs even at  the same 
T j .  This suggests that the faster cilectrode difiision in the 
M T D s  is not attribiitd to their higher device tempera- 
ture. Figilte 4 shuws I,,, dependence of tiif, at 2; =ZOO OC. 
The effect of the ciimnt injection in the MTDs is promi- 
nent in comparison with that in the LMTDs. The kster 
electrode dif€iision in the MTDH can be attributed to locd 
higher current density or enhancement of the electron-hole 
recombination near CIeFets. Another possible explanation 
is that the temperature in the proximity of the p-electrode 
in the MTDs is higher than that in the LMTDs even at 
the same T j .  
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Fig. 1. The peak and the valley current, 1, aud I,, of the TDs 
with Ti/Au electrodes under a coristant current stress Ietr of 
20 kA/cni2 at ambient temperature T, of MO OC. 
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Fig. 2. Ambient teiuper~tiire T, dependence of lifetime tlif. 

for the TDs with Ti/Au electrodes. 
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Fig. 3. 
for the TDs with Ti/Au electrodes. 
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Fig. 4. Stress current Lt, dependence of lifetime tlif, for the 
TDs with Ti/Au electrodes at junctioii temperature Tj of 
200 "C. 



IV. Degradation due to impurity interdiffusion 

The degradation caused by the electrode diffusion c m  
be suppressed by employing a reErHctory metal. Using 
the TDs with W/Ti/Pt/Aix electrodes, constant-nvrent 
strexs tests aho have been carried oat. Figire 5 demon- 
strates the normalized peak current Ip(t)/Ip(0). The tlif, 
uf the T,MTDs with Ti/Au electrode are estimated to be 
1400s imder the same s t r a y  condition. This indicates that 
the electrode &Ridon is siiccessfully suppressed by em- 
ploying the rcfractory metal. As a rwidt of suppressing 
the electrude diffiwion, we have obwved mother degr& 
dation behavior, the redriction in I,. This behavior iLs 
attributed to the impurity interdiffusion as observed in 
G A S  Esaki timnd diiodes[9,10]. The reduction in I p  of 
the MTDs i H  faster than that in the LMTDs. 
In @nerd, Ip  is expressed by the formula 

I p  = Amp(-BW), 

when: A and B ,we corstants, md W is the junction 
wirlth[ll]. Awiming a diffiaion constant of impririty R, 
W is approximatdy exprewed as WO + m, where WO 
is the initial junction width. Thw, the average diffiision 
constant Dave during R time interval 0-t is obtained as 

Dave = {In( Ip (1) /I, (0)) j2 BA' t - ' . 
Figure 6 shows the T, dependence of the D ,  disring 0- 
300 s with the raslitt of the simple thermal annealing test. 
We foiind that the impurity interdiffusion with a stress 
cnrrent in the MTDs is more prominent than that io the 
LMTDs. In order lo clarify the effect oE the difference in 
&h between the hllTDs and the LMTDs, T j  dependence 
of the D, Ls plotted as shown in Fig. 7. Although the 
impurity diffusion in the MTDs is slightly faster than that 
in the LMTDs, the impurity interdiffiwion in the MTDs 
and that in the LMTDH are dmwt comparable at s,me 
T j .  This inclicatm that the faster impurity diffi~iun in the 
M'l'Ds is niainly attribiitml to their higher jrinction tem- 
perature. Figure 8 daws the Iszr dependence of the D, 
at TJ = 200 "C. The cffect of the current injection in the 
MrDn seem to be dightly more prominent than that in 
the LMTDs. However, the cMerence in Dave between the 
MTDs and the LM'L'Ds ki within an order of magnitude 
even for the I,,, of 35kA/cm2. 
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Fig. 5. The normalized peak current Ip(t)/Ip(0), uudcr awn- 
stant stress current I,,tr at ambient teinpcrature T, of 225 "C 
For the TDs with W/Ti/Pt/Au electrodes. 
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Fig. 6. Ambient terriperature T, dependence of the average 
diffusion curistarit D,, for the TDs with W/Pt/Ti/Au elee 
troties. 
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Fig. 7. Junction temperature T j  dependence of the average 
diffusion corstarit Dave for the TDs with W/Ti/Pt/Aii elec- 
tK)dess. 
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Fig. 8. Stress current 18br dependence of the average difi- 
sioii comstaut D,, for the TDs with W/Ti/Pt/Au electrodes 
at junction ternperature Tj of 200 "C. 

V. Conclusion 

We have Fabricated xnd investigated metamorphic 
T R ~ . ~ ~ G Q . ~ ? A S  &aki tiinnel diodes on GaAs niibstrates. 
As R rwnlt, we have observed degradation of the diodes 
due to the current indiiced electrude diffusion ant1 im- 
pilrity interdiffusion, which are fkstt!r thah that of the 
latticematched Ino.s3G%.s.rAs Esaki timnel diodus on 
InP substratw. The faster electrode diffiujion c m  not be 
explained by their higher junction temperatiire. On the 
other hand, the faster impurity interdfiision can almost 
be explained by their higher junction temperatme. The 
reduction in thermal resistmce will be important isslit: for 
the devices idng the metamorphic materials. Fhther- 
more, the de€ecta with the dentjiiity of 5 x 107cm-2 will not 
be so smioi~ lor the imprlrity interdffiision in the mta- 
morpbic materids. 
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